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For Leonard and Jayne Abess,
whose dedication and generosity
are empowering us to shape the future

Dear Jayne and Leonard:
I would like to express my gratitude for your family’s commitment to environmental causes and to the
Leonard and Jayne Abess Center for Ecosystem Science and Policy. Your generosity and advocacy
have helped to transform the Abess Center into a thriving, vital hub of environmental education for
our students, scholars, and researchers, as well as for the wider community.
The Abess Center promotes some of the University of Miami’s central initiatives,
including collaborative, problem-based inquiry, and advancement of research and
education throughout the Americas and beyond, to address the environmental
challenges of today and tomorrow. With the exceptional scope and depth of
knowledge they have acquired, Abess Center graduates are assuming leadership roles
and forging solutions to varied and complex environmental issues facing the world.
It is a point of immense pride that your family’s philanthropy and leadership have been
an integral part of the University of Miami’s story since Arthur Ungar’s first gift to our
institution in 1947. We are honored to count generations of Abess family members
among our alumni, parents, and trustees, and humbled to have benefited from a legacy
encompassing such dedicated engagement and support.

We are honored to count
generations of Abess family
members among our alumni,
parents, and trustees, and
humbled to have benefited
from a legacy encompassing
such dedicated engagement
and support.

We are deeply grateful for your steadfast commitment to the Leonard and Jayne Abess Center
for Ecosystem Science and Policy, and for helping to keep UM at the vanguard of emerging
environmental issues, research, and solutions. On behalf of the entire UM community, I extend a
heartfelt thanks for your dedication.
With my best wishes,

Julio Frenk
President
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Dear Jayne and Leonard:
It is with great pleasure that I take this occasion to recognize your invaluable contributions to the
Leonard and Jayne Abess Center for Ecosystem Science and Policy, and to the University of
Miami. This year will mark seven full decades of a historic relationship between your family and the
University, an association that has had a tremendous impact on UM—most recently
with your extraordinary leadership as co-chairs of Momentum2, the most successful
campaign in our history.
Many areas and priorities of the University have benefitted enormously from your
thirty years of philanthropy, but none more than the Abess Center. From your
naming gift in 2006 to your Momentum2 gift to the present, your support has
helped to shape the Abess Center, expand its programs, ensure its ability to attract
high-caliber students, and enhance its reputation and reach across our campuses
and beyond.
Thanks to your exceptional generosity, the Leonard and Jayne Abess Center for
Ecosystem Science and Policy has become a powerful force for environmental
progress, raising awareness through its programming and outreach efforts, and
effecting change through its students, graduates, and faculty. Please accept my
heartfelt appreciation for your partnership with the Abess Center and the University of Miami.
Warm regards,

Thanks to your exceptional
generosity, the Leonard
and Jayne Abess Center
for Ecosystem Science
and Policy has become
a powerful force for
environmental progress,
raising awareness through its
programming and outreach
efforts, and effecting
change through its students,
graduates, and faculty.

Sergio M. Gonzalez
Senior Vice President for University Advancement and External Affairs
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Abess Center Overview
The Leonard and Jayne Abess Center
for Ecosystem Science and Policy

T

he University of Miami Center for Ecosystem Science and Policy was founded in 2003
to provide an integrative curriculum in environmental studies, and launched its first
undergraduate program in 2004. With your generous gift in 2006, the Center was

renamed the Leonard and Jayne Abess Center for Ecosystem Science and Policy. In 2010, the
Abess Center commenced its Ph.D. program in Environmental Science and Policy, with the Master

dozens of public events related to environmental issues
and policy, gatherings at which students, faculty, and
community members can deepen their understanding
of current environmental issues and policies. We bring
together researchers from across the University and
visiting scientists, policy makers, and planners to facilitate
inquiry and dialogue about pressing environmental issues
such as sea level rise, water management, energy and
marine conservation, carbon taxes, land use planning,
climate change, environmental justice, and urban
agriculture.

Since its opening in 2011, the Abess Center’s space in
the Ungar Building has hosted almost 300 public events.
Ungar 230C/D draws audiences and participants from
around UM and beyond, for seminars, panel discussions,
dissertation defenses, and community organizing. The
Abess Center brings in top researchers and activists to
keep us abreast of the latest interdisciplinary trends, and
recognizes community leadership in water quality and
conservation with its annual Reitmeister-Abess Center
Environmental Stewardship Award.

of Professional Science in Exploration Science program following in 2013.

Mission Statement
The mission of the Leonard
and Jayne Abess Center
for Ecosystem Science and
Policy is to create innovative,
interdisciplinary initiatives
that bridge the gap
between science and
environmental policy.
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The interdisciplinary approach of the Abess Center
allows students from a diversity of backgrounds to tailor
their environmental studies
to their interests and goals.
Under the directorship of
Dr. Kenneth Broad, the
Abess Center draws faculty
from every discipline to
mentor graduate students,
collaborate on research
initiatives, and teach
courses for undergraduates.
Whether students wish
to study the scientific,
cultural, and economic
underpinnings of humanenvironment interactions,
or the psychological,
artistic, geographical, or
architectural aspects of how people relate to nature,
the Abess Center seeks to engage them in inter-

disciplinary explorations with a solid grounding in
scientific knowledge production.
Abess Center-affiliated
faculty hail from schools
and colleges around the
University and participate
out of a belief in our
mission. Students benefit
from a truly multidisciplinary
and cutting-edge education,
taking leadership roles in
research and outreach that
prepare them for making
immediate contributions in
their chosen professions.
The Abess Center is also on
the front lines of community
action and policymaking,
and has become a hub for all things environmental at the
University of Miami. Each year, the Abess Center hosts

The Abess Family’s Impact

The Abess family’s generous giving has advanced numerous priorities
of the Abess Center, including:
• the creation of the Leonard and Jayne Abess Endowed Fellowship
Fund for Graduate Students;
• the hiring of a program manager for the Exploration Science
Initiative;
• support of graduate students enrolled in the Abess Center’s Ph.D.
program; and
• support of the Predator Ecology Lab and Shark Research &
Conservation Program (commonly known as the Shark Research
Center), a joint program with the Rosenstiel School of Marine and
Atmospheric Science (RSMAS).

“Miami is the poster child city for many
aspects of globalization, where local and
global factors intersect across multiple
dimensions. We have the Everglades
to the west, the aquifer beneath our
feet, and Biscayne Bay to the east. As
a microcosm of the future, here we can
study human-environment relations
in the face of grand environmental
challenges: climate change, water
availability, and natural hazards. Our
students are immersed in this petri dish
of complex, intertwined cultural and
environmental issues and their studies
are aimed toward developing novel,
ethically grounded approaches to the
problems faced around the planet.”
> Kenny Broad
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Graduate Program Overview
Master of Professional Science (MPS)
Program

In 2013 the Abess Center, in partnership with the
Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science,
introduced a cutting-edge Master of Professional Science
track in Exploration Science (ES). Exploration Science is
the applied practice and study of field research using a
variety of methods, technologies, and approaches to drive
question-based scientific endeavors.

“These children get a chance to
interact with the expedition team and
experience some of the wonder of
Dan’s Cave directly… While the data
and images will go far beyond Abaco,
it is the direct impact of experiential
learning first-hand by the younger
generations of Bahamians that is
the most gratifying aspect of the
project for many of us.”
> Keene Haywood, Director of Education,
about the 2016 Bahama Blue Holes
expedition’s K-12 outreach

Helmed by Dr. Keene Haywood, who was hired in
August 2012 as Director of Education, the ES program
has grown rapidly. There are currently seven students
enrolled in the ES track, with a curriculum that includes
citizen and participatory
science, the ethics of
exploration, risk assessment for
expeditions, research diving,
and exploration technology
and media, even building and
operating drones. ES students
have interned here in South
Florida and as far away as
Australia and Antarctica, and
graduates have found positions
in both the public and private
sectors.
The ES program combines
scientific research theory and
field skills with an outreach
and educational platform
that allows the general
public to join University of Miami research scientists
for experiential and virtual expeditions in ecological,
oceanographic, aviation and diving research.
A new MA/MPS program in Environment, Culture, and
Media is scheduled for launch in 2017.
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Environmental Science and Policy (ECS)
Graduate Program

The Abess Center’s Ph.D. program in Environmental
Science and Policy was established in response to
increasing demand for academicians and practitioners
whose interdisciplinary training prepares them to address
complex problems stemming from human impacts on
the environment. Drawing upon existing interdisciplinary
collaborations that have been created by the Abess
Center, the ECS graduate program brings together a
diverse pool of researchers to investigate and analyze
environmental problems at the local, regional, national,
and international levels. With expertise in tropical socialecological systems, our faculty also have strong ties with
hundreds of researchers and
institutions around the globe.
The integrative approach of
the ECS program affords
students the opportunity
to work with faculty from
all schools and colleges of
the University of Miami, in
fields including anthropology,
architecture, business,
communications, engineering,
epidemiology, geography, law,
and marine sciences.
Our ECS graduate program
serves high-caliber students
whose skills and interests
bridge science and societal
needs, and who seek the
theoretical and analytical means to address complex
human-environment problems from academic and
applied perspectives. Students focus on core areas
that address their interdisciplinary research interests,
with pertinent faculty guidance from across the UM
community.

Our 15 doctoral students are conducting research
related to geographic information systems and
disease epidemics; shark conservation; perceptions of
risk associated with climate change; water resource
management; community-based resource management;
and fisheries policy, among other projects.

J.D./Ph.D. Program

As of 2013, the Abess Center, in conjunction with the
School of Law, offers one of the country’s only joint
J.D./Ph.D. programs. Because of the growing need
for researchers and policymakers with interdisciplinary
training in both law and environmental science, our joint
degree program enables students to concurrently earn
a J.D. from the School
of Law and a Ph.D. in
Environmental Science
and Policy (ECS). This
prestigious program
currently has two
students, Johnny Bartz
and Annie Brett.
The J.D./Ph.D. program
enables students with
strong interests in both
environmental policy and law to prepare for private or
public sector careers in a shorter time than if pursuing
both degrees separately.
Students in the joint degree program are known as Doyle
Fellows. The Mary Doyle Fellowship was established
in 2016 to honor one of our founding directors, the late
Mary Doyle, and is a joint initiative between the Abess
Center and the School of Law.
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Graduate Student Profiles
The Leonard and Jayne Abess Endowed
Fellowship Fund for Graduate Students

This fund was established in 2014 to provide stipends and
financial support for research projects and conference
attendance to graduate students enrolled in the Abess
Center’s Ph.D. program.
In the 2016-2017 academic year, the following eight
students benefited from this funding: Stacy Aguilera,
Andrew Carter, Julius Dewald, Tanjim Hossain,
Elizabeth Kelly, Catherine Macdonald, Rachel Skubel,
and Galen Treuer.

STACY AGUILERA
Abess Fellow
• Stanford University, B.S., Biology (Marine Biology
concentration)
• Stanford University, M.S., Earth Systems (Marine Policy
focus)
Stacy is studying small-scale fisheries in California, with a focus
on Monterey Bay wetfish (Pacific sardine, northern anchovy,
and market squid). Small-scale fisheries are significant to many
economies, community identities, and ecosystems. To better
understand how these fisheries work, Stacy is using Elinor
Ostrom’s Social-Ecological System framework to structure
her methods and analyses. She is especially interested in how
fisheries work in varying conditions and what drives different
outcomes; and in science communication and striving to create
solutions through interdisciplinary thinking. Stacy is a member
of the Abess Center’s Broad Lab.
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CAITLIN AUGUSTIN
Abess Fellow
• University of Miami, B.S., Industrial Engineering
Caitlin’s research is focused on deployment of carbon
capture and storage (CCS) technologies under regulatory
uncertainty. Her dissertation is comprised of three unique
but fundamentally linked projects: the development of an
integrated model for predicting surface leak size using MCMC
simulations and Gaussian plume modeling to anticipate the
leak impact; crafting effective risk communication for CCS
projects; and linking the results from these two projects into
a set of recommendations creating an unbiased regulatory
framework for CCS.

JOHNNY BARTZ
Abess Fellow, Doyle Fellow, and UM Fellow
J.D./Ph.D. student
• Stanford University, B.S., Earth Systems; B.A., Spanish
• Stanford University, M.S., Earth Systems
• Fulbright Scholar, Brazil
Johnny’s undergraduate research focused on the conservation
of several Brazilian macaw species and promoting
environmental literacy and sustainable development in local
populations through ecotourism. As a master’s student, Johnny
studied temperature data collected via satellite versus in situ
at the Palmyra Atoll, to better understand the limitations of
coral bleaching predictions. As a Fulbright Scholar, Johnny
constructed Brazil’s first in situ coral nursery and started a longterm ecosystem restoration project in Búzios, Rio de Janeiro.
At the University of Miami, Johnny works with Dr. Kenny
Broad and Dr. Andrew Baker, Associate Professor of
Marine Biology and Ecology at RSMAS, in the Coral Reef
Conservation Research Laboratory, studying assisted coral
migration as a climate change adaptation strategy. His research
uses regional climate modeling to assess future temperature
conditions, molecular techniques to study coral and symbiont
physiology, as well as policy and legal analysis to predict future
conservation strategies. Johnny is a member of the Abess
Center’s Broad Lab.

ANNIE BRETT
Abess Fellow, Doyle Fellow, and UM Fellow
J.D./Ph.D. student
• Harvard University, B.A., Environmental Science and Policy
Annie has a background in sailing and marine conservation.
She has done work as a Gardner Fellow researching climate
change impacts in the Pacific Islands and as the program
director for the international non-profit Sailors for the Sea. She
has extensive sailing experience, at one point captaining a 120foot expedition vessel over 40,000 blue water miles.
Building on both her sailing and professional background,
Annie is interested in exploration science and marine
conservation, particularly how citizen science projects can be
used to fill data gaps and inform conservation decisions on the
high seas. She is working with Dr. Kenny Broad.

“It would be hard to overstate what
a huge impact the Abess Center has
had on my life. My dissertation let me
focus on one of the Grand Challenges
of Engineering: Developing Carbon
Sequestration Methods... I’ve been able
to sit on panels, attend Congressional
hearings, engage in international
debates, and tour research labs due to
the topic I studied. The Abess Center
taught me how to be taken seriously—to
present critical analysis, to articulate
the broader context of my problem,
to seek out unconventional research
pathways. It gave me the skills that are
so essential in the workplace today—
such as survey design and methodology,
decision sciences, program evaluation
and impact measurement—things I
would have missed if I had done just the
‘hard’ sciences, instead of the ‘harder’
sciences, as Kenny is fond of saying!”
> Caitlin Augustin
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Graduate Student Profiles

ANDREW CARTER
Abess Fellow
• Hunter College, B.A., Geography and Anthropology
• University of Miami, J.D.
• Stony Brook University, M.A., Marine Conservation and
Policy
A native of New York City, Andrew first became interested
in the human dimensions of environmental change
and sustainability while at Hunter College. After receiving his
J.D., he practiced law in Florida and New York, simultaneously
obtaining an M.A. from Stony Brook University’s School of
Marine and Atmospheric Sciences. He returned to South
Florida and UM as a Ph.D. student at the Abess Center.
Andrew studies the development of both mercury policy and
mercury science, and how policymakers, scientists, and the
general public perceive and act upon risk and uncertainty
concerning mercury. He approaches these issues through a
framework that uses mental models theory informed by
science and technology studies, decision science, and cultural
anthropology. During the summer he teaches science writing
to middle school students as part of the Department of
Biology’s Research in Ecology program. Andrew is a member
of the Abess Center’s Broad Lab.

JULIUS DEWALD
Abess Fellow

JILLIAN DRABIK
Abess Fellow

• Michigan Technological University, B.S., Wildlife Ecology
and Management
• University of Miami, M.A., Geography and Regional Studies

• Rutgers University, B.S., Environmental Policy, Institutions,
and Behavior (Minor: Natural Resource Management)
• The College of William & Mary, M.P.P., Public Policy

Julius is working with Dr. Douglas Fuller and Dr. Imelda Moise,
Professors of Geography at the College of Arts and Sciences,
on issues of conservation biology in Zambia. He is currently
in the field in the Luangwa Valley carrying out multiple
stakeholder interviews with local conservation organizations
and government authorities, including Conservation South
Luangwa, an anti-poaching organization, the Department of
National Parks and Wildlife, and the Community Resource
Board (CRB), which works directly with the community
surrounding the park. He is conducting focus groups to gain
the perspectives of the local community concerning the issues
of his research. Julius combines his field work with GIS and
other mapping to gain insights into approaches to wildlife
conservation.

Jillian is interested in the influence of academic research and
government policy decisions on water resource management in
South Florida. She has worked on a variety of projects focused
on environmental policy including tidal wetlands management
in Virginia’s Coastal Zone and water management in northern
New Jersey.
At the Abess Center, Jillian works with Dr. David Letson,
Professor of Marine Ecosystems and Society at RSMAS,
on the NSF/USDA NIFA-supported South Florida Water,
Sustainability, and Climate Project. Her research on the
project is focused on examining the application of agricultural
stakeholders’ water use practices and experiences in South
Florida water management decisions.

“At the Abess Center, I am able to pursue my research in a truly interdisciplinary
academic environment, at the hub of the hemisphere, with the opportunity to help
shape public policy in the interest of better public health. These unique advantages
are only possible because of the generosity of Mr. and Mrs. Abess.”
> Tanjim Hossain
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TANJIM HOSSAIN
Abess Fellow and NSF Graduate Research Fellow
• University of South Florida-St. Petersburg, B.S.,
Environmental Science and Policy

LISA JOHNS
UM Fellow

ELIZABETH KELLY
Abess Fellow

• University of Miami, B.S., Ecosystem Science and Policy
• New York University, M.S., Sociology

Tanjim is a South Florida Zika expert and is interested in an
integrated approach to vector management. He plans to
develop a program in conjunction with “griots” to implement an
environmentally sensitive malaria control program in Mali. He
is working with Dr. Laurence S. Kalkstein, Voluntary Professor
in the Department of Public Health Sciences, Division of
Environment and Public Health at the Leonard M. Miller
School of Medicine.
“Tanjim has taken on a tough project, with the additional
participation of a professor from the Tulane School of
Medicine. On his own, Tanjim has learned a number of
climatological procedures, and he is using a complex water
budget model to evaluate mosquito populations. He deserves
much credit for this effort.” –Larry Kalkstein

Lisa is working with Dr. Meryl Shriver-Rice, Director of
Environmental Media at the Abess Center, on media
representations and public perceptions of global marine
ecology issues. As an undergraduate student, Lisa developed
a strong foundation in interdisciplinary theory and research,
especially with relation to marine ecosystems. She was a
research assistant on the Oceans and Human Health initiative
at RSMAS, and learned multiple procedures and techniques
for sampling and testing the quality of ocean water and beach
sand. Lisa went on to earn a master’s degree in Applied
Quantitative Research in the sociology department at New
York University, where her thesis examined the role of the
Internet with regard to civic participation among different
demographic groups in the U.S.

• Old Dominion University, B.A. and M.A., English, Technical
and Science Writing
• University of Miami, GIS Certificate
Elizabeth is interested in the connection between watersheds
and human health, particularly including relationships between
water quality, soil quality, the presence of microorganisms,
and infectious disease. She is working with Dr. Helena SoloGabriele, Professor of Civil, Architectural and Environmental
Engineering at the College of Engineering, on the evaluation
of the relationships between beach water quality and
corresponding sediment characteristics, beach geometry, and
beach management.
Elizabeth is a scientific/technical writer, and has worked at
the Miller School of Medicine and volunteered at Everglades
National Park, Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden, and the
Deering Estate.

“Elizabeth and I come from very different academic backgrounds, and she and I both enjoy working
in interdisciplinary research. Together, under the umbrella of the Abess Center, we have been able
to work on a common project to evaluate policies associated with managing recreational beaches.”
> Helena Solo-Gabriele, Professor, Civil, Architectural & Environmental Engineering
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Graduate Student Profiles

CATHERINE MACDONALD
Abess Fellow
• Amherst College, B.A., History
Catherine was a 2007-2008 Thomas J. Watson Fellow
at Amherst College, and her year-long independent
research project, titled “Unsustainable Enmity: Sharks and
shoreline communities,” explored the interactions of human
communities with shark populations in the Bahamas, South
Africa, Mozambique, Australia and Malaysia. She is presently
the Intern Coordinator for UM’s Marine Conservation
Program and the
Executive Director of
Field School, a hands-on
scientific field training
program.
Catherine’s research
interests include diverse
aspects of humanenvironment interaction,
with a particular
emphasis on tropical marine systems and attendant human
communities. Her dissertation is an interdisciplinary study of
shark tourism that addresses the historical roots of modern
human-shark interactions, analyzes the present impacts of the
industry on human perceptions of sharks and shark attack risk,
and proposes some limitations to the conservation value of
shark tourism. Catherine works with Dr. Kenny Broad and is a
member of the Abess Center’s Broad Lab.
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CHRISTINE PARDO
• Florida International University, B.S., Biological Sciences
A first-year ECS Ph.D. student, Christine has been accepted
to the 2017 Organization for Tropical Studies field course,
“Tropical Ecology: An Ecological Approach,” an intensive,
field-based experience in tropical biology for graduate
students. With guidance from expert scientists, students gain
experience in critical thinking, research design, data analysis,
analytical tools, science communication, ecological modeling,
and collaborative research—all in the beautiful tropical setting
of Costa Rica. Christine’s Ph.D. project combines both an
ethnobotanical study and ecological investigation of woody
invasive trees in South Florida. She is working with Dr. Ken
Feeley, Associate Professor of Biology.

SHIREEN RAHIMI
UM Fellow
• Columbia University, B.S., Environmental Science
Second-year ECS student Shireen’s Ph.D. project examines
the possible effects of economic change and tourism on
Cuba’s reefs. She was recently accepted to the highly
competitive 2017 International Wildlife Film Festival Filmmaker
Lab, an immersive, cross-disciplinary science filmmaking
workshop that brings scientists and media creators together
to learn effective tools to communicate science, nature, and
conservation with broad audiences. Shireen is working with Dr.
Kenny Broad.

RACHEL SKUBEL
Abess Fellow, UM Fellow
• University of Western Ontario, B.S., Environmental Science
McMaster University, M.S., Earth & Environmental Science
• NSERC Scholar
Rachel is a first-year student working with Dr. Neil
Hammerschlag, Research Assistant Professor of Marine
Ecosystems and Society at RSMAS. During her master’s
work as a research and teaching assistant, she was engaged in
community outreach with the McMaster Center for Climate
Change and McMaster Water Network and was lead author
on two scientific publications resulting from her research.
Rachel has worked in the Shark Lab at RSMAS and led a group
of nine graduate students from the lab in an extensive scientific
study that was presented at an international conference last
year. For her dissertation, Rachel will address the effects of
climate change risk to marine fishes, such as sharks. She hopes
to combine socio-ecological inquiry of climate change impacts
on the recreational fishing industry to produce meaningful
results that will contribute to sustainable management of
subtropical sharks and ecosystems.

GALEN TREUER
Abess Fellow
• Oberlin College, B.A. (magna cum laude), Economics
• NSF Graduate Research Fellowship
Galen spent two years conducting research into the
psychology and economics of decision making, with a focus on
public policy and choice architecture, at Columbia University’s
Center for Research on Environmental Decisions and Center
for Decision Sciences. Galen studies climate change and water
management in South Florida, researching the impact of public
policy on preferences and behavior with the goal of identifying
interventions that can increase the usability of climate science
for adaptation and mitigation planning. He presents at the
South Florida Water Sustainability Climate Project’s annual
meetings.
Galen works with Dr. Kenny Broad and collaborators from
around the country on a multi-disciplinary analysis of sea level
rise and other projected climate impacts on the resilience of
South Florida’s water system, economy, and environment. He
is a member of the Abess Center’s Broad Lab.
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Graduate Alumni
Agents of Change

Students who have earned graduate degrees at the
Abess Center have chosen paths that lead them directly
to making real-world contributions. The interdisciplinary
skill set that they have acquired helps them to look across
boundaries and devise creative and innovative solutions
to problems. Our M.A.s and Ph.D.s are working in the
arenas of food sustainability, carbon capture and storage,
and marine conservation and environmental education.
Here is what some of them have to say about their time at
the Abess Center.

TEMITOPE ALIMI, 2016

JESSICA BOLSON, 2010

KATIE CROSLEY BEEM, 2014

KARLISA CALLWOOD, 2016

AUSTIN GALLAGHER, 2015

“The Abess Center was my ticket to the United States and
opened a whole new world to me! I chose the Abess Center
for my graduate study mainly because of the interdisciplinary
nature of the department. I was cognizant of the fact that
providing answers to the kind of questions my research would
raise would require knowledge of more than one discipline.
The Center more than surpassed my expectations in this
regard, because I was able to get working knowledge of many
other disciplines that I couldn’t have gotten otherwise.

Jessica was the first recipient of a Ph.D. in Environmental
Science and Policy from University of Miami in 2010. Working
with Dr. Kenny Broad, she investigated the effects of climate
change on the availability of freshwater resources in South
Florida, and their implication for water management. Jessica
came to the Abess Center with extensive knowledge of climate
change policy, having served as a Gubernatorial Fellow in the
Florida Department of Environmental Protection in 2008.
She had also completed an M.A. in Climate and Society at
Columbia University, an M.Ed. in Biology Education at New
York University, and a B.A. in Environmental Science at
Barnard College.

“The Abess Center has taught me what it means to be an
explorer, of both life and knowledge. It taught me to tackle
challenges that at times I didn’t think were surmountable,
and how to be a critical thinker, scholar, and interdisciplinary
collaborator. I am now a lecturer and academic/residential
coordinator at Cornell in Washington (a DC semester
program for Cornell University) where I mentor students
on their own research projects and am slowly building up a
research program for my own work in urban social-ecological
issues.”

“I was honored to be selected as part of the first Ph.D. cohort
with the Abess Center. Because of the program, I didn’t need
to narrow my research interests down to one discipline. The
interdisciplinary nature of the program allowed me to design
my own coursework, focusing only on classes I needed for my
research. I am also thankful to the Abess Center for helping
me find funding each year, particularly the last couple years as
I was finishing up. I am now the first person in my family with
a doctorate, and for most of the underserved students I have
worked with over the past decade, I am the first black female
they know who has earned a Ph.D. in science. It has also meant
a lot to me to see that there were women of color in each
cohort every year.”

“The Abess Center provided me with a strong basis for asking
questions about how humans interact with the environment,
and introduced me to readings, lessons, and approaches I
would not have been keyed in on in other doctoral programs.
The program also nurtured my skill set and interests in science
communication that extend beyond solely publishing, which is
crucial for engaging with the public and stakeholders. Today
I am working full-time running my ocean conservation NGO,
Beneath the Waves, and working with a number of foundations,
partners, and corporations to advance marine conservation
research on threatened species.”

“But beyond the academic excellence is the rapport,
dependability, and that feeling of family that I came to
associate with the Center while I was there. Every student
knew the staff had their backs, and people (Gina, Andee,
Kenny, Keene) were always on hand to help whenever
needed… I was able to forge friendships with both staff and
students that I wouldn’t trade for the world…
“Thank you, Leonard and Jayne Abess, for your endowment
to this center and for giving people like me, a little girl from
Lagos with a big dream, the chance to come and actualize
my dream. Thank you.”
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Prior to her graduate studies, Jessica taught high school
biology in New York City. After receiving her Ph.D., she
went on to a Postdoctoral Fellowship at the Wharton Risk
Management and Decision Processes Center and coordinated
the $5 million National Science Foundation (NSF) South
Florida Water Sustainability and Climate project, for which she
led the project’s behavioral research team. Jessica is a member
of an interdisciplinary team of scientists who were recently
awarded $12 million by NSF to develop an Urban Water
Innovations Network.
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Graduate Alumni
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DAVID SHIFFMAN, 2016

JILL ULRICH, 2016

AARON WELCH, 2015

JULIA WESTER, 2015

David is currently a Liber Ero Postdoctoral Research Fellow
at Simon Fraser University in Vancouver, British Columbia,
where he is involved in assessing the sustainability of Canadian
shark fisheries. David’s work at the Abess Center focused
on the feeding behavior and ecology of sharks, as well as
on perceptions of sharks by charter boat captains, onshore
shark fishers, and various participants in online social media.
His dissertation was “An Integrative and Interdisciplinary
Approach to Shark Conservation: Policy Solutions, Ecosystem
Role, and Stakeholder Attitudes.” David has been active
in the social media realm, having been named one of the
“best environmentalists in South Florida” by the New Times
in 2016, and one of the top scientists to follow on Twitter
by Business Insider in 2014. He also won the John Beakley
Marine Science Educator of the Year award from the Florida
Marine Science Education Association in 2014. He has secured
numerous grants, including a SciFund Challenge grant, a
Guy Harvey Ocean Foundation fellowship, and a Save Our
Seas Foundation grant. David has published over a dozen
co-authored and first author papers on shark conservation and
biology.

“I owe my initiation in policy research to the Abess Center,
which provided me with all the guidance, encouragement,
and resources needed to apply a multidisciplinary approach to
researching mosquito-borne disease control. It is a truly unique
program, and I don’t think I could have had the freedom to
pursue my research interests in such a holistic way anywhere
else. I believe wholeheartedly in what the Abess Center is
doing. It will always be home to me. I think I will always feel the
desire to give back to and be a part of the Abess Center in any
way I can.”

Aaron is the founder of Two Docks Shellfish, LLC, an
integrated aquaculture company cultivating sustainable
farming of native shellfish in Florida bays. A family enterprise
operated by Aaron, his father, and friends, Two Docks
provides fresh, high-quality local clams and oysters to Tampa
Bay area restaurants and retail outlets. Aaron has worked in
the aquaculture industry throughout Latin America and has
significant experience advising companies on local and national
regulatory requirements, and implementing environmental
monitoring programs for aquaculture facilities. Prior to
beginning his professional career in the industry, Aaron served
for six years as a Surface Warfare Officer in the U.S. Navy.
He also holds a J.D. degree from Emory University.

“Completing my Ph.D. at the Abess Center changed my
life. It exposed me to ideas and people I never would have
encountered otherwise and gave me the opportunity to work
collaboratively with people from such diverse backgrounds.
The experiences I had there led me to work with a great group
of innovative people on issues that I care about, continuing to
work to save the environment, increase research opportunities
for students, and expand outreach on the ocean. The Abess
Center was critical to setting me on the path I am on now in
ways that another, less innovative and interdisciplinary program
never would have.”
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Undergraduate Programs
Ecosystem Science and Policy Program

The undergraduate program in Ecosystem Science and
Policy (ECS) is offered by the Leonard and Jayne Abess
Center for Ecosystem Science and Policy through the
College of Arts and Sciences. The goal of the program,
under the direction of Gina Maranto, Program Director,
and Dr. Terri Hood, Program Assistant Director, is to
educate the next generation of environmental leaders.

“Even as we begin to see more
dramatic effects of climate change in
our everyday lives, there are enough
people at UM alone willing not just to
sit back and admit defeat, but to rise to
the challenge and find a solution. The
passion and eagerness of others in the
UM community to take problems into
their own hands, find solutions, and
make an impactful change make me
optimistic for our generation’s role in
solving the issues of climate change.”
> Josh Lomot, Abess Center student and
Chair of the Energy and Conservation
Organization (ECO), a student
environmental group. Four of the five
ECO chairs to date have been
Abess Center students.
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The ECS program provides students with a broad
background in environmental issues from a variety of
perspectives, along with in-depth education in an area of
specialization. The ECS major offers a series of problembased learning courses, culminating in a capstone course
in the senior year. Courses emphasize the integration
of science and policy approaches to real-world
environmental issues. This preparation gives students the
theoretical background and the technical skills to pursue
environmental careers in teaching and research, as well as
careers in government and private industries.
Currently boasting students from 72 majors and 30
minors from nearly all UM schools and colleges, the
ECS major offers two undergraduate degree programs:
Bachelor of Science (B.S.) and Bachelor of Arts (B.A.).

Majors are required to carry out either an
environmentally-related internship or a research project,
with Abess Center or other UM faculty. Since May
2015, 30 Abess Center undergraduate students (13 B.A.
and 17 B.S. students) have completed internships from
Florida to New York to California, and as far away as the
Bahamas, Denmark, Italy, Kenya, Namibia, and Tanzania.
These interns have served in a range of environmental
organizations and government agencies, including:
• American Museum of Natural History
• Broward County Parks and Recreation Land
Management Division
• Cape Eleuthera Institute
• Chincoteague Fields Research Station
• Clean Water Action
• Englewood Hospital Sustainability Office
• Environmental Coalition of Miami Beach
• Future Energy Solutions
• Georgia House of Representatives
• J.P. Morgan Green Bonds
• Juneau Icefield Research Program
• Miami-Dade Office of Resilience
• National Park Service
• NetZero Water Project

• National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
• Philadelphia Environmental Protection Agency
• White House Council on Environmental Quality
In addition, the Abess Center recently forged a
partnership with the Miami-Dade County Parks,
Recreation, and Open Spaces Department, and expect
the first group of students to begin interning there soon in
what is planned as a multi-year relationship.
ECS undergraduates are problem solvers and highly
motivated investigators who are accustomed to “being
the change.” Each semester, dozens of students
participate in activities on campus and in the community,
cleaning up beaches,
promoting recycling and
energy conservation,
tending to injured
wildlife, restoring
shorelines, planting
trees, and raising
awareness about climate
change.
ECS-ers, as our
undergraduates are
fondly called, like to
get their hands dirty.
They maintain the Green Wall in the Abess Center and
volunteer in the on-campus Gifford Arboretum. ECS-ers
also led the way in bringing organic gardening to campus.
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Undergraduate Alumni
Next Generation of Environmental Leaders

Faculty Advisory Committee

The Abess Center’s hundreds of undergraduate alumni
have fanned out across the country and the globe,
bringing their insight to bear as decision makers in
multiple sectors. Many are currently pursuing master’s,
J.D., and Ph.D. degrees. Some of our undergraduate
alumni placements include:
• Crew Leader, Appalachian Trail Club
• Campus Sustainability Officer, Loyola Marymount
College
• Coastal Resource Management, Peace Corps
(Philippines)
• Avian and Wildlife Laboratory, Texas A&M University
• Graphic Designer, Center for Social Change
(Innsbruck, Austria)
• Urban Planner, City of Miami Beach
• Law Clerk, Maryland Energy Administration
• Executive Director, Cet Law, Inc.
• Operations Management/Consultant, The Happiness
Institute
• Park Ranger, Everglades National Park
• Project Manager, Coastal Systems International
• Analyst, Alternative Energy and Project Finance
• Science Educator, New England Aquarium
• Program Assistant, Coral Reef Conservation Program
• Multimedia Producer, WPBT South Florida PBS
• Partner, Sextant Management
• Sea Grant Fellow and Resource Protection Specialist,
Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary

The Abess Center’s Faculty Advisory Committee
is made up of representatives of participating
schools and departments. Faculty Advisory
Committee members are appointed by the Provost
and serve staggered two- or three-year terms.
They meet regularly to consider faculty hiring,
curriculum, program development, and other
Center-related issues.

Director
JULIE ARMSTRONG

RAJIV MCCOY

• B.S., Ecosystem Science and Policy + Engineering,
University of Miami, 2007
• M.S., Environmental Science and Engineering (joint program
between Nanyang Technological University in Singapore
and Stanford University)

• B.S., Ecosystem Science and Policy + Biology, University of
Miami, 2010
• Ph.D. candidate, Stanford University Department of Biology
• Postdoctoral Fellow, University of Washington, Department
of Genome Science, present

Current position: Cofounder and Water, Sanitation, and Health
Director of Agape Love Foundation, Inc., an international
humanitarian organization dedicated to addressing global
educational disparities, accessibility of clean drinking water and
proper sanitation, insufficient food supplies, disaster relief, and
refugee assistance. Recent projects include building a school
and a cooperative restaurant in a low-income community in
the Philippines. Julie is now pursuing an M.A. in Sustainable
Natural Resources Management at the University for Peace in
Costa Rica.

“The ECS program instilled an environmental ethic and
developed key analytical skills that I put to use in my teaching
and graduate research at the intersection of evolutionary
genomics and conservation ecology. ECS302: Perspectives on
Environmental Decision Making, which has students debate
current environmental issues, drawing on important academic
literature in environmental science, political science, economics,
and ethics, was my favorite course at the University of Miami.”

“In the ECS program, I felt like I was part of a family… Faculty members were genuinely
interested in helping each student reach their full potential. Classes challenged me to
question norms, inspired me to effect change, and provoked me to think outside the box.
Since students, professors, and visiting politicians and scientists were so open-minded, we
had an incredible opportunity to relay ideas, heighten awareness, and formulate innovative
thoughts to protect the precious ecosystem that we all share. Being in the ECS program
was one of the highlights of my university experience.”

CAROLINE MCLAUGHLIN
• B.A., Ecosystem Science and Policy + Geography, University
of Miami, 2008
• M.A., International Affairs, American University
• M.A., Natural Resources and Sustainable Development,
United Nations’ University for Peace, Costa Rica
“The ECS program really prepared me for a career that
requires specific knowledge in both science and policy. The
dual major requirement and interdisciplinary nature of the
program allowed me to develop a strong background in
geography in a way that focused on the social, scientific,
and economic complexities of environmental management.
The core courses of the ECS program enabled me to
develop strong problem-solving skills and the ability to
creatively address real-world problems. The ECS program felt
like a family: the small, discussion-based classes have fostered
long-term relationships with ECS students and faculty that I
continue to value today.”

Kenny Broad, Director, Abess Center; Professor,
Marine Ecosystems and Society, RSMAS

EMILY SIMMONS
• B.A., Ecosystem Science and Policy + Geological Sciences,
University of Miami, 2010
• M.A., Climate and Society, Earth Institute, Columbia
University
Current position: Securing Water Coordinator, The
Nature Conservancy, where she helped launched the H2O
website and the #LiquidCourage social media campaign.
“It was the prestigious and welcoming ECS community at UM
that allowed me to find my place at university, as well as the
academic field that I now love so much. The program gave
me the passion, drive, and education to pursue my graduate
degree at Columbia, as well as to participate in environmental
initiatives across the globe.”

Committee Members

Richard Williamson (Chair Emeritus), Law
Chris Cosner, Mathematics
Scotney Evans, Education and Human
Development
Doug Fuller, Geography
Helena Solo-Gabriele, Civil, Architectural and
Environmental Engineering
Kim Grinfeder, Communication
Denis Hector, Architecture (Co-Chair)
Naresh Kumar, Medicine
Joanna Lombard, Architecture (Co-Chair)
David Letson, Marine Ecosystems and Society/
RSMAS
Gina Maranto, English Composition/Abess Center
Don Olson, Meteorology and Physical
Oceanography/RSMAS
Justin Stoler, Geography
Nathan Timpano, Art History

Founding Co-Directors

Mary Doyle, former Dean Emerita of the
School of Law
Otis Brown, former Dean of the Rosenstiel
School of Marine and Atmospheric Science

> Julie Armstrong
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Because of your support, Abess Center
students and graduates are changing the world
for the better... every day.
Thank you, Leonard and Jayne Abess
and family!

LEONARD & JAYNE ABESS
CENTER for ECOSYSTEM
SCIENCE & POLICY

